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Introduction
If you need an errand run or some DIY sorted, TaskRabbit can find someone local
to do it instantly.Task Rabbit is a two-sided marketplace that connects ‘Task
Posters,’ people who need help, with ‘Task Rabbits,’ a network of pre-approved
and background checked individuals, who have the time and skills needed to
complete the listed task. Hailed as godsend to people with more money than
time, it allows people to outsource small jobs and tasks to others in their
neighborhood. Task Rabbit aims to help people take back their lives, be their own
boss, help people out, and make some money.
The payment and exchange of money is also a major concern when hiring
individuals from online service websites, especially for task that would payout
large sums of money. With TaskRabbit there is no need for cash to change hands
for any job or transaction as they handle all payments and reimbursements on
their end. Pay TaskRabbit and they will be the ones to wire they payment to the
tasker once the job is completed.
Another major advantage of Task Rabbit is their customer support the taskers are
available 24x7 so as their support team. You can call TaskRabbit’s customer
support at any time.

Domain
This application belongs to Lifestyle Category at. This app is meant to help user to
find someone local to do tasks for them. Taskers can be assigned to do various
tasks such as Cleaning, Laundry, Handy Man, DIY projects, Personal Assistants.
The biggest advantage of this App is Search for taskers wherever you maybe at
any time you find the need for it, that way you don’t waste time waiting for a job
to be done as you can hire a person to do it right away. Rush tasks like suddenly
needing a business contact list or needing someone to replace a telemarketer on
your team can be done right away. With the TaskRabbit app, you have access to
quality taskers whenever you need them.

Features
Users will find a landing page that steers them to the platform's four most
popular types of service: handyman, house cleaning, moving, and personal
assistants. (You can still request other services, though it takes a few more clicks.)
After you submit some details about the job, Task Rabbit will present three
contractors, along with their hourly rates, who represent a range of prices and
experience levels. After you select one, you can schedule a time for the job and
communicate with the tasker in real time using a custom messaging platform built
by the company.
The 3 step model about how Task Rabbit Works:
1. A Task Poster posts a job and Task Rabbit suggests three contractors, along
with their hourly rates, who represent a range of prices and experience
level.
2. A Tasker can accept or cancel the job as per his convenience and
availability.
3. The job is completed by the Tasker and the payment is processed through
the app.
All the taskers in the Task Rabbit’s database are fully talented and verified after a
thorough background check. After the task is complete a task poster can review
and rate the service.

Features of the User application:
a) Register & Login: Users can register themselves using their email address or
can login using their facebook accounts. When users register using email
they will have to verify their email id. There will be an option to retrieve
their password in case they forget it.
b) Browse tasks category wise: User’s can browse the list of tasks which are
listed in different categories. Under category the different tasks will be
listed and when one clicks on the tasks their details will be available.
c) Tasks Details: Tasks details as its tile, text description, taskers available to
do that task, external things list if necessary, etc will be available here. After
selecting the task user can see the experts in their city who can perform the
task along with their cumulative ratings.
d) Tasker details: When user clicks on the tasker their details like name, their
expertise, text description about tasker, picture, rate per hour, availability,
etc will be listed here. Also the ratings provided by other users will be
viewed by the user.
e) Booking the task: After user selects from the list of tasker they can book
the task with them. Users will have to add the date and time when the task
needs to be done and other details if any so that same can be given to
tasker and they know what to expect from the task. This request will go to
the tasker and tasker will have to accept the same so that they can work on
the same at the designated date and time.
f) Cancel/Complete Task: User can cancel the task before it gets started and
depending on the cancellation fees the charge will be deducted from the
user payment. Also when task is completed user can confirm it from here.

g) Chat: User and tasker can chat between themselves to decide the details of
tasks and other things. This can be only done when tasker accepts the
confirmation for the user task.
h) Payment Integration: Payment of the tasks will be taken online with the
user credit card. As soon as the tasker and user confirm the task
confirmation payment is deducted from the credit card of the user. We can
integrate any one of the third party online payment like PayPal, Braintree
or Stripe.
i) Task History: User can view the past and upcoming tasks they have
requested or completed from here with their details.
j) Hired Taskers: Taskers hired by the users till now can be viewed from here.
k) Promo Code: If user has any promo code they can enter it here so that they
can get the discount. Promo codes can be available to user by means of
email when admin of the application provides promo code via email to
users for promotional purposes.
l) Rate tasker and Feedback: After the task is completed user will get an
option to rate and provide feedback for the tasker who did the task so that
they can be rated for future purposes.
m) Account: User profile details will be stored here and they can edit their
personal information from here easily.
n) Other static pages: There will be other static pages available on application
like About Us, Privacy Policy, Terms and conditions, etc.
o) Contact us: From here users can raise any request of contact to them and
can state their query to the admin of the application.

p) FAQ: All the frequently asked questions along with their answers will be
listed here for the user’s convenience.
q) Notification: All notifications like task posted, accepted, completed, tasker
rated, etc will be available here.
Features of the Tasker application:
a) Register & Login: Tasker can register them using their email address or can
login using their LinkedIn accounts. When users register using email they
will have to verify their email id. There will be an option to retrieve their
password in case they forget it. After tasker registers themselves their
documents will be verified by the admin offline and they will be activated
from back end then only they can start using the application.
b) Select city, timings and set boundary: Taskers will be able to select the city
and set the boundary where they can do the tasks from here. Also the time
they are available to do the tasks.
c) Select tasks and their price: Tasker will then select the type of tasks they
do by from the available tasks lists; this will help them receive the tasks
which they are expert on and not all the other tasks. Also tasker will have to
define their per hour charge for the tasks they can do.
d) Available tasks list: After user books the tasker that list will be available to
them here. All tasks will be listed and when they click on it tasks details will
be available along with the user detail who posted the tasks.
e) Accept/Reject the task: Tasker can then accept or reject the task based on
their availability, expertise and tasks details. If they accept the user and
tasker are a match and proper notification will be send to the user, if tasker
rejects the tasks then also notification will be sent to the user.

f) Directions to task location: From here tasker will be able to get directions
to the user location based on the user profile information. Tasker can
navigate to the location easily using map functionality.
g) Task completion: Tasker will perform the task and at the end of it they will
do the task completion confirmation from here based on the start time and
task completion time the final payment will be deducted from the user
credit card.

h) Cancel Task: Tasker can cancel the task before it gets started and
depending on the cancellation fees the charge will be deducted from the
tasker account.
i) Rate User and Feedback: After the task is completed tasker will get an
option to rate and provide feedback for the user for whom they did the
task so that they can be rated for future purposes.
j) Task History: Tasker can view the past and upcoming tasks they have to
complete from here with their details.
k) Chat: User and tasker can chat between themselves to decide the details of
tasks and other things.
l) Profile: Tasker profile will be available here and they can edit their
information easily from this section.
m) Notifications: All notifications like User selecting the tasker, accepted,
completed, User rated, etc will be available here.

CMS/Admin panel:
From CMS (Content management system) admin will be able to manage the
application.
a) User Management: From here super admin will be able to manage all
users who have registered as the customers from here. Users can be
edited/blocked and unblocked from here.
b) Tasker Management: From here super admin will be able to manage all
taskers who have registered as the taskers from here. Taskers can be
edited/blocked and unblocked from here. Also admin will verify the tasker
and after their verification tasker can use the application.
c) Category of tasks Management: All tasks are under some or the other
category and the category of tasks will be available here for admin to
manage.
d) Tasks/Booking Management: Whenever a task is booked between user
and tasker it is available her for the admin to be viewed along with tasks
details.
e) Payment management: Payment integration with third party payment
gateway and invoices generated for each booking done will be available
here for admin to view.
f) Promo code Management: Admin can generate different promo codes
with their availability and discount amount from here to distribute to the
users of the application.
g) Complaint management: All complaints either by user or the tasker will be
available here for the admin to be viewed.

h) Ratings & Reviews: Ratings and reviews for the user and tasker will be
available here to the admin for managing them.
i) Basic statistics: Basic statistics like number of customers, number of
taskers, bookings, etc will be available here.

Assumptions:
 Chat will be one to one and text based only.
 We will be using Firebase as chat server.

Critical functionalities:





Listing the taskers based on the location of user and user preference.
One to one text based chat should be instant without any delay.
Payment integration for tasker to auto deducts payment after task is done.
Favourite the tasker and book that particular tasker for next service
request.

App Screen Shots:

Challenges for development:
 Map integration: Making the UI and animation effects smoother without
affecting the flow and interaction of the user with application.
Solution: We have the most experienced team which can integrate this
feature with maps and showing the users on map by taking their accurate
GPS location.
The criticality comes in picture when user/tasker is constantly moving
around.
 Setting boundaries to work: Taskers can set the work boundary where they
will be able to service the customers.
Solution: To achieve this feature we will give taskers the facility on maps
that they can draw a circle and set boundary of work. Doing this we can get
location preference from taskers and if the task location is falling into that
boundary then only the request will go to them otherwise not.

Approximate Timeline for Mobile App Development Project

Task Rabbit user application iOS, Android and Backend
Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Features

Number of days
iOS
Android
UI Design
12
12
UI Integration
12
12
Sign up/Login with Email, FB & 3
3
Forgot Password
Browse tasks with listing 4
4
category wise
Details of tasks like its title, text 5
5
description, taskers available
who can perform the tasks
Task scheduler with task details, 5
5
Booking the tasker after viewing
its details
Tasker Profile with picture, 3
3
reviews & details of price/hr
Cancel Task
2
2
One to one text Chat
10
10
Payment integration
5
5
Task History
3
3
Hired Taskers
2
2
Promo Code
2
2
Rate Tasker & Feedback
2
2
Profile of user
3
3
Share, support, about
2
2
Notifications
5
5
Total
80
80

Web services
3
3
4

4

3
2
3
3
2
1
2
2
2
1
5
40

Approximate Timeline for Mobile App Development
Project
Task Rabbit Tasker application iOS, Android and Backend
Sr.
No.

Features

1
2
3

UI Design
UI Integration
Sign up/Login with Email, LinkedIn &
Forgot Password
Select city timings and set boundaries
of work
Tasks list when user selects the
particular tasker
Available tasks
Accepting/rejecting a task
Directions to task location
Task completion
Task Cancelation with reasons
Rate client & Feedback
History/Upcoming tasks lists
Chat with user after the tasks is
scheduled/booked
Payment receiving integration
Profile management
Notifications
Total

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Number of Days
iOS
Android
8
8
3

8
8
3

Web
services
2

4

4

3

3

3

2

3
2
3
2
2
2
3
10

3
2
3
2
2
2
3
10

2
1
2
1
2
2
2
3

5
3
4
65

5
3
4
65

3
2
3
30

Approximate Timeline for CMS Development Project
CMS for Super Admin
Sr.
No.

Features

Number of Days

1

User Management

4

2

Tasker Management

5

3

Add/Edit Tasks with category

3

4

Tasks/Booking Management

5

5

Complaint management

5

6

Payment/Invoice management

5

7

Promo Code management

5

8

Rating & Reviews

3

9

Basic Analysis like, Total users, Total taskers, 5
Users register in 24 hours

Module

Total

40

Approximate Price For Development:
Price to develop similar App like TaskRabbit for users on iOS platform is
approximate $9600 (Nine Thousand Six Hundred)
Price to develop similar App like TaskRabbit for users on Android platform is
approximate $9600 (Nine Thousand Six Hundred)
Price of web services to develop a similar App like TaskRabbit for Users is
approximate $9600 (Nine Thousand Six Hundred)

Price to develop similar App like TaskRabbit for Taskers on iOS platform is
approximate $7800 (Seven Thousand Eight Hundred)
Price to develop similar App like TaskRabbit for Taskers on Android platform is
approximate $7800 (Seven Thousand Eight Hundred)
Price of web services to develop a similar App like TaskRabbit for Users is
approximate $3600 (Three Thousand Six Hundred)
Price to develop CRM for Super admin for App like TaskRabbit is $4800 (Four
Thousand Eight Hundred)

Total Price to develop a similar App like TaskRabbit on both
Android and iOS including web servies and CMS for super
admin is approximately $48,000(Forty Eight Thousand)
and total delivery time will be around 4 to 5 Months

Limitation of Research:
This information is the result of a thorough research conducted by the skilled
developers of OpenXcell Technolabs. OpenXcell Technolabs has developed more
than 700 apps till date. At OpenXcell we always follow the best practices of iOS &
Android suggested by Apple & Google respectively. Hence, our years of
experience have helped us to come up with this information that is solely based
on our views, knowledge and research process. The Price shared in the document
does not include any optimization & maintenance cost which TaskRabbit procured
after launch. It is just an initial cost to develop a similar app like TaskRabbit having
the same functionalities

About Us:
OpenXcell is focused on providing its clients with best value for investments in
internet technologies and mobile marketing, mobile application development and
high-end multi-media applications. OpenXcell remains on top of every
technological advances and best practices in its focused area to help clients reach
their business objectives in most cost-effective and comprehensive manner.
Our core values represent the beliefs and the principles that we follow for the upgradation of our services in terms of managing and exceeding our client’s
expectations. Our core values help us focus on shaping the company’s character
and thereby regulate the firm’s day to day behaviour. Our enforced moral values
and principles assist us in taking decisions, prioritize the business processes and
thereby help in creating maximum value for our clients

Contact Us:
OpenXcell Technolabs Pvt. Ltd. – India
202-203, Baleshwar Avenue,
S.G Highway, Ahmedabad,
Gujarat, India.
(P): +91-999-822-2929
(e) : sales@openxcell.com
OpenXcell Inc. – California, United States
745 San Bernardo Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.
(P): +1-888-777-4629
(e) : sales@openxcell.com

